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Instruction- Parents are requested to make sure that the child read and understands the              
story and the related exercises. 
 

Lesson - 1 Packing for a Picnic 
( Read this story about Amina. Let us help Amina pack for a picnic! )  
Amina is very happy. She is going for a picnic with her friends! Mother is packing a basket of 
food for Amina to carry. She puts in some apples and a packet of biscuits and a bottle of 

 



 

water.Then, she takes a loaf of bread and cuts some neat square slices.

 

 



 

'Amina, bring out the butter dish, please,' Mother said. Amina knows that the block of butter 
looks like a yellow rectangle. She takes it out of the fridge. 
'Give me the slices, Mother,' said Amina. 'I will put butter on them.' Amina's mother gives her the 
slices. 
Mother then cuts a cucumber and a tomato into circles. She puts them on the bread. She also 
boils three eggs to make some egg sandwiches. Amina knows that the shape of an egg is oval. 
At the end, Mother cuts the sandwiches in neat triangles. She wraps them in clean napkins and 
puts them in the basket. 
Amina is ready for the picnic ! 
 
 
 

Exercises - ( to be written in a four line notebook and  learnt) 
 

1. Difficult Words - 
 

1. Amina.               11.circles 
2. friends.               12.yellow 
3. biscuits.              13.butter dish 
4. breads.               14.fridge 
5. slices.                 15.wraps 
6. square.               16.napkins 
7. loaf.                    17.sandwitches 
8. Rectangle.         18.cucumber 
9. triangles.            19.tomato 
10. oval.                   20. picnic 

 
 

2. Word- Meanings- 
1. wraps- cover 
2. napkins- pieces of cloth or paper used to wipe fingers and mouth. 
3. picnic- outing with food. 
4. slices- thin pieces cut from a loaf. 
5. butter dish- a dish used to keep butter. 

 
 

3. Fill in the blanks- 
1. Amina was going for a picnic. 
2. Mother is packing a basket of food for Amina. 
3. Block of butter looks like a yellow rectangle. 
4. Mother cuts a cucumber and a tomato into circles. 
5. Mother boils three eggs. 

 

 



 

 
4. Write true or false- 

1. Amina was very sad. False 
2. She was going to a birthday party. False 
3. Mother cuts a cucumber and a tomato. True 
4. Amina puts butter on the slices of the bread. True 
5. Amina cuts the sandwiches in neat triangles. False 

 
5.Answer the following questions- 
Q.1 Why was Amina happy? 
A.1 Amina was happy because she was going for a picnic with her friends. 
Q.2 Which food items Amina took in the picnic basket? 
A.2 Amina took some apples, a packet of biscuits, few egg sandwiches and a bottle of water in 
the picnic basket. 
Q.3 What is the shape of a block of butter? 
A.3 The shape of a block of butter is rectangle. 
Q.4 Name the shape of an egg? 
A.4 An egg is oval in shape. 
Q.5 How does Amina's mother wrap the sandwiches? 
A.5 Amina's mother wrapped the sandwiches in clean napkins and puts them in the basket. 
Q.6 What did Amina's mother ask her to bring? 
A.6 Amina's mother asked her to bring out the butter dish. 
  
6.Very short Answer Type Questions- 
NOTE- (Parents are requested to make the child  write the answers in his own Words) 
Q.1 Who was Amina? 
Q.2 Where was Amina going? 
Q.3 Where was the butter dish? 
 
7.Make Sentence with each of the following words- 

1. picnic- 
2. biscuits- 
3. basket- 
4. eggs- 
5. napkins- 

 
8. A Quick Recap Test- 
 Fill in the blanks- 

1. ………. of  breads were cut in neat squares. 
2. A dish used to keep butter is called …………… 
3. …………are thin pieces cut from a loaf. 
4. Amina was going for a picnic with her ………………. 
5. Block of butter looks like a yellow ……………….. 

 



 

 
 
 

Note- Assessment questions can also be framed from inbetween the chapters .  
 

    The end. 

 


